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SPONTANEOUS FEEDBACK*

Rating**

“Hello, I use Bob for myself and especially for the young people I coach at the community mission of Laon.
It's a very good tool and I received great feedback from young people.
I hope that they will find a job very quickly. I will also work on their employability.
Thank you and take care of you !”

10/10

“Bob is potentially very useful, and I really think it can help me to make progress. I highly recommend it to anyone
looking for work, because of all the services I’ve come across, it is the most practical, relevant and satisfying for
turning plans into reality.”

N/A***

“What helped me the most is the priority of actions to be carried out, without which I will still be lost. Knowing
which method is the most impactful for our professional project is great..”

8/10

“I liked the tone and the relevance of the advice.
I will take on a skill assessment and in the meantime I am taking a free distance course to see if the subject suits me
and if I am able to train myself remotely”

10/10

“I liked the occasional emails, without invading our mailbox, accompanied by little advice and tailored support
according to our project.
I decided to improve my CV and try more spontaneous applications, which is something I was not doing before.”

10/10

“I am only at the beginning but I like the fact of having new advice every week and being able to have a different
opinion on how to look for a company. This is well done. I like that you give different possible ways of sending
e-mails or how to communicate with a company, it's interesting !”

9/10

“I want to give you feedback, a year and a half later, because I really appreciate your efforts and your support. We
really feel the sincerity of your efforts. A company where t he human being is so much at the heart of it is so
rare that it stays in mind. You do a remarkable job.

N/A

“Hello Team,
Thank you very much for this inspiring video you sent. Your coaching email couldn't have been better; I have a
recruitment interview tomorrow and until watching this video I was stressed.
Now I can't wait to be on this call, and I'm starting to work on my body posture right now.

N/A

“Hello to Joanna and the whole team,
Thank you for your response and your responsiveness. It is h
 eartwarming to be so well surrounded. You are
indispensable and sharp. I am very happy to have finally found professionals who really listen.
I will orient myself towards the structure that you advise me. And I'll get back to you.”

N/A

* Feedback are anonymous in order to respect user’s privacy
**The rating concerns Bob’s users who answered the question "How likely is it that you would recommend Bob to a friend" on a
scale of 0 to 10.
**N/A is for spontaneous feedback that we received by email from Bob’s users.

